Glen Ridge – Sub Zero: Refrigerated Trailers

Glen Ridge – Sub Zero designs and manufactures the highest quality refrigerated trailers for customers across North America from our production facility located in Southern Ontario. We make a tremendous effort to ensure that every project we complete has an OEM level of fit and finish as well as unrivaled longevity.

Why choose Glen Ridge – Sub Zero trailers?

**CAPABLE OF REFRIGERATING FRESH OR FROZEN GOODS**

Our entire unit is food-grade, inside and out. Be wary of units with painted interior panels – these are not food-grade. Most commercial refrigeration units are designed to park and plug-in, but Glen Ridge – Sub Zero trailers are made for travel.

**FRAMES BUILT STRONGER THAN THE COMPETITION**

Competitor box frames are typically made from 1" steel tubing that runs up the walls and over the roof, prone to rust and cracking. Our trailers use galvanized steel posts and aluminum or galvanized roof bows – all of which prevent rust and can last 20 years. The top side and front rails of Glen Ridge – Sub Zero trailers are made from extruded aluminum which provides superior strength. Our side panels provide additional durability at .050" thick compared to competitors’ .030" thickness.

- Best-in-class thermal resistance (R-value) with the longest temperature “hold” time and shortest temperature “recovery” time
- Durable and easily maintained cargo areas
- Unmatched speed of production – our manufacturing process is continually refined to maximize the quality and speed
- A pleasant purchasing experience with feedback and realistic time frames for business-minded customers
Refrigerated trailers are a great alternative to the cost and expense of diesel refrigerated trucks or gas refrigerated vans. They eliminate the idling of vehicles and can be towed with multiple vehicles.

**GLEN RIDGE – SUB ZERO TRAILERS ARE PERFECT FOR:**
- Distribution of bakery goods, dairy, flowers and plants, fresh produce, meats, poultry, seafood
- Catering events, conventions, outdoor festivals, family functions, weddings
- Emergency refrigerator/freezer back-up
- Commercial coolers, restaurant refrigerator/freezer

**ABOUT US**

Glen Ridge – Sub Zero is an independent, family-owned and operated manufacturer of refrigerated vans and trailers. We provide exceptional products and service. Our facilities enable us to manage all design, fabrication, customization, installation, and maintenance for your refrigerated trailers.

We work with dealers across the country in providing state-of-the-art refrigerated trailers. We utilize the highest quality materials to ensure we deliver high performance vehicles.

We use high density foam insulation which is applied at least three inches thick, filling every crack and crevice. This closed-cell, rigid polyurethane foam system is designed to prevent air, moisture and heat infiltration, making it the most efficient thermal insulation product in the marketplace today. The finished product is sprayed with a monolithic liner to prevent moisture from seeping in and to provide an unparalleled cleaning experience.

**No other product makes cleaning easier or last longer than Glen Ridge – Sub Zero vehicles!**